
peru pavilion

photos. A lAndscApe in trAnsition
Two suspended traslucid photographs show the landscape surrounding 

the pachacámac archaeological Sanctuary. The images transport us to the space 
occupied by the Temple of the Sun, placing us in its present territorial and urban 
context. They allow us to see, on the one side, the earth covering the temple and, 
on the other, the architecture peering out. / photos: Gonzalo Cáceres Dancuart / 
With the support of Museo de Sitio pachacamac (MSpaC-MinCU)

Model. Architecture reveAled
a 4m x 3m model in a 1:75 scale, based on the hypothetical reconstruction 

of the Temple of the Sun, and made using digital development and manufacture, 
allows us to picture this building as it may have appeared 500 years ago, and 
to recognise in the architecture that preceded us strategies that can be applied 
to contemporary architecture. / archaeo-architectural study of the monument 
and architectural recomposition hypothesis proposal: M. arch. alfio pinasco 
Carella / With the institutional support of: instituto arqueo-arquitectura andina 
(iaaa), Museo de Sitio pachacamac (MSpaC-MinCU), Universidad Ricardo palma 
(URp) / 3ds Max digital modeling: architects paolo Díaz and Brenda Garabito 
/ Digital development and manufacture: CiT (Universidad de lima Centre for 
Technological innovation)

video. in seArch of A city
4000 years of architectural continuity unfold in a video showing a selection 

of several archaeological sites in Metropolitan lima. These spaces make evident 
the urban, architectural and social relationships in a contemporary city that 
cohabits with a millenary architecture. / video: pRoMETEo - Universidad de 
lima production company / Creative consultancy: Gonzalo Benavente

sound design. spAce in flux
Sounds captured in lima’s archaeological sites, together with the city’s 

everyday sounds, are processed using synthesizers, evoking the dialogue between 
the different eras traversed by lima’s huacas. These living, breathing spaces mark 
a sequence of time in the pavilion and guide us during the visit. / Sound design: 
pauchi Sasaki / With the support of the Rolex Mentor and protégé arts initiative 
/ Technical assistance: nomi Sasaki

Knots. conflict And possibility
Each of these knots represents one of lima’s 447 surviving huacas. To 

name them is to rescue them from centuries-old oblivion; the knots are a symbol 
of conflict, but also of possibility. They are made of peruvian native cotton; peru 
was one of the first places where this plant was domesticated, around 6000 
years ago. The work of peruvian artist Jorge Eduardo Eielson has been a major 
inspiration. / Handcrafted by a group of artisans led by Florentino Guevara at 
Jicamarca, lima / native cotton: naturtex

dAtes. teMporAlity
The panel shows the dates available for the 447 huacas. Together, they 

represent an architectural continuity of more than 4000 years. This vast 
civilisation span began with a society noted for its U-shaped temples; they were 
followed by the lima culture, some 2000 years ago, then by the Wari and the 
Ychsma, and reached their culmination with the incas, who dominated lima for 
decades before the arrival of the Europeans in the 16th century. / Sources: plaM 
2035, peruvian Ministry of Culture

threAds. new codes
Each of the huaca/knots has been georeferenced. a thread connects it 

to its location in the following map. The threads link the huacas to the territory, 
but above all they represent the social, political and economical relationships 
and tensions between them. The 447 threads are inspired by the inca quipus, 
a numerical system based on cords and knots. The information they contain 
needs to be decoded in order to reach the next level. lima has never decoded 
the messages hidden in its huacas; this exhibit is an invitation to change this.

pre-hispAnic liMA MAp
Map presenting a hypothetical image of how lima looked before the 

arrival of the Spaniards. The 447 huacas still standing are located in the map; the 
number of huacas existing at the time is unknown. This map is the result of an 
interinstitutional effort that shows, for the first time, all the available information 
about huacas, roads, canals, valleys, lomas (fog oases) and wetlands previous 
to the 16th century, in the entire metropolitan area. Some of the most important 
sites still standing can be seen: pachacámac, Maranga, El paraíso, pucllana. / 
Sources: Qhapaq Ñan peru, peruvian Ministry of Culture, plaM 2035, iGn, José 
Joaquín narváez luna, ph.D., national Water authority, Ministry of agriculture 
and irrigation

conteMporAry liMA. sAtellite iMAge
This satellite image of lima, captured in april 2018, is the contemporary 

counterpart to the previous map. it shows the complete dimensions of the city, 
the receding valleys, the vanishing green spaces. The high demand for space 
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• liMa lies on the pacific coast of the americas. its scanty 
rainfall and gelid ocean waters have contributed to a unique 
cultural landscape.

• This has made possible the survival of 447 buildings as old as 
4000 years.

• Most of these ancient structures are under huge pressure, as 
part of a city of 10 million inhabitants with a fast and un-
planned growth.

• Years of oblivion have buried these buildings under sand and 
soil. Their legacy has remained forgotten and concealed.

• only now, thanks to archaeological excavations, are huacas 
beginning to resurface.

• Huacas carry surprising gifts, such as their integration as 
public spaces to their city, a concept that is disappearing in 
21st century liMa’s urban vision.

• pre-Hispanic liMa is one of the earliest models of urban 
planning, a fact largely unknown to the rest of the world.

• our aim is to share this legacy, which remains undercover in 
liMa, an unexpected place.

What is essential is invisible to the eye
Antoine de SAint-exupéry

n a clear, concise manner and in a visually engaging and alluring way, 
Marianela Castro de la Borda, Janeth Boza and Javier Lizarzaburu, 
the curatorial team, present in their proposal, Undercover, the 
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and the resulting pressure on the land have spread the urban sprawl, reaching 
ravines and areas unfit for human inhabitation. Red spots indicate huacas. on 
both sides there is information gathered from several official sources, offering an 
overview of the peruvian capital city’s present urban condition. / Sources: inEi, 
plaM 2035, MvCS, Urban Black Holes, ConiDa, FMi

PuCllana (400 aD), sPlit in tWo

Photo: Picchio Wasi

musiC grouP los shaPis at mateo salado (1100 aD)

Photo: Peruvian Ministry of Culture

reality of the 447 huacas (monumental pre-Hispanic pyramidal buildings) 
that lie beneath Lima’s urban fabric.

This new edition, under the slogan FREESPACE, is guided by the curatorial 
direction of Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara (Grafton Architects). They 
invited proposals showing architecture generously acting on our reality. Peru 
participates in this edition with the certainty that it is necessary to acknowledge 
the value of our past and its relationship with the present, in our quest for a city 
that makes its heritage visible and recognises its possibilities in the process of 
building our own identity.

The visitor to this pavilion is immersed in an urban dychotomy where past 
and present overlap, where the city’s organic growth has turned the huacas 
into background noise, fencing them in, disowning them, covering them up, 
looting them or neglecting them; in spite of all this, they are always there. 

At the end of the tour the curators present huacas as possibilities, showing 
different initiatives to prepare them for public use and their rehabilitation 
as new public spaces. In some cases they already are places of celebration or 
worship, symbols of belonging or venues for public activities, and are given 
surprising uses sparked by the community. A video shows with optimism 
the emergence of contemporary Peruvian architecture, where the huaca is a 
source of inspiration within the search for a local modernity. 

José orrego herrerA / CoMMiSSionER – pERU pavilion
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